Leading Mobile Games Developer T-Bull Introduces “Road Racing: Extreme
Traffic Driving” for Android
Intense arcade traffic dodging endless racing game road racing extreme traffic driving blisters
its way to Android devices.
Los Angeles (PRWEB) June 29, 2016 -- T-Bull, a leading mobile racing game developer, announced today that
its latest title “Road Racing: Extreme Traffic Driving,” already available on iOS, has been released for Android
devices. Following the footsteps of T-bull’s popular Top speed franchise, Road Racing: Extreme Traffic
Driving let players experience the ultimate endless traffic racing game where they dodge traffic at an insane
pace, chased by police cars and helicopters on procedurally generated asphalt tracks, where each gameplay
session becomes unique and different from one another.
“Creating Road Racing: Extreme Traffic Driving has been a great and rewarding experience,” says Damian
Fijałkowski, Co-Founder of T-Bull. “We set out to create a game that we ourselves would enjoy as gamers something that can be played in bite sized portions but still remains a challenge throughout. With Road Racing:
Extreme Traffic Driving I think we have achieved that goal, and hope players enjoy it as much as we have,”
says Damian Fijałkowski, Co-Founder of T-Bull.
Game Features:
- Intense graphics
- Ruthless police chases (with helicopters!)
- Ferocious challenges
- Picturesque and unlimited tracks
- Cutting-edge car tuning
- Online leaderboards
- Dashing car racing action
Road Racing: Extreme Traffic Driving is available for FREE on Android devices today.
To download Road Racing Extreme Traffic Driving, please visit the Google Play store or visit http://www.TBull.com/ for more information. Want to know more? Please visit T-Bull’s Facebook page.
##
About T-Bull
T-Bull is one of the largest companies producing mobile games in Poland. Founded by Damian Fijałkowski and
Grzegorz Zwoliński in 2010, the studio based in Wrocław, has grown from a five-person team working out of a
home office to 40 individuals headquartered in the most famous skyscraper in the country. Their apps have
accumulated more than 100 000 000 downloads on Google Play, App Store, BlackBerry World and Windows
Store. The gaming landscape is changing and they are at the forefront of free-to-play, defining the new rules for
success. T-Bull adjusts its strategy to market conditions and consistently implements it by focusing on the
production of mobile games with high production values. The greatest success is Top Speed: Drag & Fast
Racing that has already accumulated more than 1 million downloads during first month. The game became a
part of mobile game canon thanks to high-quality graphics and exciting gameplay. Their games are downloaded
over 250,000 every day.
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